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Abstract
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a perfect field k and G a
G-bundle over a scheme X/k. The main aim of this article is to study
the motive associated with G, inside the Veovodsky Motivic categories. We
consider the case that char k = 0 (resp. chark ≥ 0), the motive associated to
X is geometrically mixed Tate (resp. geometrically cellular) and G is locally
trivial for the Zariski (resp. e´tale) topology on X and show that the motive
of G is geometrically mixed Tate. Moreover for a general X we construct a
nested filtration on the motive associated to G in terms of weight polytopes.
Along the way we give some applications and examples.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000): 14F42 (14C25, 20G15, 14L30,
14M17, 14D99)
1 Introduction
Let k be a perfect field and let X be a scheme of finite type over k. In this paper
we study motives of certain fiber bundles over X. Specially we are interested in
the motives of G-bundles over a base scheme X for a connected reductive group
G over k.
Let G be a G-bundle as above. When char k = 0 and the motive associated to
X is geometrically mixed Tate, we show that the motive of any Zariski locally
trivial G-bundle G is also geometrically mixed Tate. In addition, when we restrict
ourselves to the case that X is geometrically cellular we may treat the positive
characteristic case as well and moreover we are not required to assume that G
is Zariski locally trivial. Although we are mainly interested in the case that the
motive associated to X is mixed Tate, our method will also produce a nested
filtration on the motive of G over a general base. In particular we apply this to
the case that X is a smooth projective curve.
As a consequence of this discussion we observe that the motive of a split reductive
group is mixed Tate. Using a recent result of McNinch [McN] we will see that
a similar fact holds for certain Parahoric group schemes. The former case has
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already been studied by Biglari, see [Big] where he makes the computations with
rational coefficients. Moreover A. Huber and B. Kahn have studied the motive of
split reductive groups using the theory of slice filtration, see [HK]. Let us mention
that in [HK, section 8] they also produce a filtration for split torus bundles.
In this paper our approach is essentially based on several geometric observa-
tions, namely we introduce a motivic version of the Leray-Hirsch theorem and
we implement the combinatorial tools provided by the theory of wonderful com-
pactification of semi-simple algebraic groups of adjoint type, see [DPII].
Let us have a brief look at the content of this article. In section 2 we fix
notation and conventions. In section 3 we introduce the notion of motivic rela-
tive cellular varieties and prove some of their basic properties. Furthermore we
implement a result of B. Kahn which describes the (geometric) motive of cellular
varieties (see [Kah]) to establish a motivic version of Leray-Hirsch theorem for
cellular fibrations. In the next section we recall some results about the geometry
of wonderful compactifiation of a reductive group of adjoint type. Subsequently
we see that G×G-orbit closures are (motivic) cellular. Using this we study the
case that char k = 0 and X is geometrically mixed Tate (resp. char k > 0 and
X is geometrically cellular). In addition we introduce particular applications.
Finally in section 5 we discuss the case that the base scheme X is not necessarily
mixed Tate and produce a filtration on the motive associated to G. Meanwhile
we apply this to the case where X is a projective curve.
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to L. Barbieri Viale and B.Kahn for their
helps and comments on the earlier draft of this article. We thank J. Bagalkote
for editing and to J. Scholbach for the helpful discussions regarding this work.
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2 Notation and Conventions
Throughout this article we assume that k is a perfect field. We denote by Schk
(resp. Smk) the category of schemes (resp. smooth schemes) of finite type over
k.
For X in Ob(Schk), let CHi(X) and CH
i(X) denote Fulton’s i-th Chow
groups and let CH∗(X) := ⊕iCHi(X) (resp. CH
∗(X) := ⊕iCH
i(X)).
We denote by Schfrk (resp. Sm
fr
k ) the full subcategory of Schk (resp. Smk)
consisting of those X ∈ Ob(Schk) (resp. X ∈ Ob(Smk)) that CH∗(X) is free of
finite rank over Z.
Remark 2.1. The category Smfrk need not be a tensor category. Even after
passing to the coefficients in Q, it is not obvious to the authors that whether the
full subcategory of Smk consisting of objects X with rkQK0(X) <∞ is a tensor
category or not. However if one assumes the Bass conjecture, then this is a trivial
consequence.
To denote the motivic categories over k, such as DM effgm (k), DM
eff
− (k),
DM eff− (k) ⊗ Q and etc., and the functors M : Schk → DM
eff
gm (k) and M c :
Schk → DM
eff
gm (k) constructed by Voevodsky, we use the same notation that
was introduced by him in [VSF]. These constructions were recently developed by
Cisincki and Deglise. See [CD] and Voevodsky [Voe1], where they construct the
triangulated category of motives over a general base scheme S.
Definition 2.2. The thick subcategory ofDM effgm (k), generated by Z(0) and Z(1)
is called the category of mixed Tate motives and we denote it by TDM effgm (k). Any
object of TDM effgm (k) is called a mixed Tate motive. A motive M is geometrically
mixed Tate if it becomes mixed Tate over k.
We simply denote A→ B → C to denote a distinguished triangle A→ B →
C → A[1] in either of the above categories.
CAUTION: Throughout this article we either assume that k admits resolu-
tion of singularities or coefficients in Q.
For the definition of the geometric motives with compact support in positive
characteristic we refer to [HK].
Let us now move to the algebraic group theory side. Let G be a reductive
group over k. We denote by Gs the semi-simple quotient of G and by Gad the
adjoint group of G.
Consider an algebraic closure k¯ of k. Fix a maximal torus T in Gk¯ and a Borel
subgroup B of Gk¯ that contains T . Let X
∗(T ) (resp. X∗(T )) denote the group
of cocharacters (resp. characters) of G. Let Φ := Φ(T,Gk¯) be the associated
root system and ∆ ⊆ Φ(T,Gk¯) be a system of simple roots (i.e. a subset of Φ
which form a basis for Lie(Gk¯) such that any root β ∈ Φ can be represented
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as a sum β =
∑
α∈∆mαα, with mα all non-negative or all non-positive integral
coefficients). Let W :=W (T,Gk¯) and l :W → Z+ denote respectively the corre-
sponding Weyl group and the usual length function on W . For any subset I ⊆ ∆
we set ΦI to be the subset of Φ spanned by I. Furthermore for u ∈ W , Iu will
denote the set consisting of those elements of ∆ that do not occur in the shortest
expression u. We denote by WI the subgroup of the Weyl group W generated by
the reflections associated with the elements of ΦI . LetW
I denotes a set of repre-
sentative for W/WI with minimal length. Notice that any parabolic subgroup P
of G is conjugate with a standard Parabolic subgroup, i.e. to a group of the form
PI := BWIB. Finally we denote by BG := BG(B,T ) the associated Bruhat-Tits
building.
Let Y be a variety with left G-action. To a G-bundle G on X one associates
a fibration G ×G Y with fibre Y over X, defined by the following quotient
G × Y
/
∼,
here (x, y) ∼ (xg, g−1y) for every g ∈ G.
3 Motive of cellular fibrations
First we introduce the notion of motivic relatively cellular. Notice that this notion
is slightly weaker than the geometric notion of relatively cellular introduced by
Chernousov, Gille, Merkurjev [CGM] and also Karpenco [Kar].
Definition 3.1. A scheme X ∈ Ob(Schk) is called motivic relatively cellular with
respect to the functor M c(−) if it admits a filtration by its closed subschemes:
∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ ... ⊂ Xn = X
together with flat equidimensional morphisms pi : Ui := XirXi−1 → Yi of relative
dimension di, such that the induced morphisms p
∗
i :M
c(Yi)(di)[2di]→M(Ui) are
isomorphisms in DM effgm (k). Here Yi is smooth proper scheme for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Moreover we say that X is cellular if pi is affine bundle and Yi = Spec k for
0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose k admits resolution of singularities. Assume that
X ∈ Ob(Schk) is equidimensional of dimension n, which admits a filtration as in
the definition 3.1. Then we have the following decomposition
M c(X) =
⊕
i
M c(Yi)(di)[2di].
Proof. We prove by induction on dimX. Consider the following distinguished
triangle
M c(Xj−1)→M
c(Xj)
gj
−→M c(Uj)→M
c(Xj−1)[1].
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Take the closure of the graph of pj : Uj → Yj in Xj × Yj. This defines a cycle in
CHdim Xj (Xj × Yj) and since Yj is smooth this gives a morphism
γj :M
c(Yj)(dj)[2dj ]→M
c(Xj),
by [VSF, Chap. 5, Thm. 4.2.2.3) and Prop. 4.2.3], such that gj ◦ γj = p
∗
j .
Thus the above distinguished triangle splits and hence we conclude by induction
hypothesis.
Corollary 3.3. Keep the notation and the assumptions of the above proposition.
Assume that each Yi belongs to Ob(Sm
fr), then X ∈ Ob(Schfrk ).
Proof. After apply the functor Hom(Z(i)[2i],−) to the decomposition M c(X) =⊕
iM
c(Yi)(di)[2di], we obtained in the above proposition, the corollary follows
from [MVW, Proposition 19.18].
Remark 3.4. Note that one can define a variant of the definition 3.1 with respect
to the functor M(−). In this case one has to replace p∗i by pi∗ and it is not
necessary to assume that pi’s are flat. With this definition it is not hard to
see that a variant of the proposition 3.2 holds after imposing some additional
condition. Indeed to apply Gysin triangle we have to assume that all Xis that
appear in the filtration of X are smooth. Note that in this case we don’t need to
assume k admits resolution of singularities. The proof goes similar to the proof
of proposition 3.2.
Remark 3.5. Assume that X is a motivic relatively cellular scheme, such that
Yi is pure Tate for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then using noetherian induction and gysin
triangle one can show that X is pure Tate.
Let Ab be the category of abelian groups. Let us recall that there is a fully
faithful tensor triangulated functor i : Dbf (Ab) → DM
eff
gm (k), where Dbf (Ab) is
the full subcategory of the bounded drived category Db(Ab), consisting objects
with finitely generated cohomology groups, see [HK, Prop. 4.5.].
Proposition 3.6. Assume that char k = 0. For a cellular variety X ∈ Ob(Schk),
there is a canonical isomorphism
∐
p≥0
CHp(X)⊗ Z(p)[2p]→M
c(X),
which is functorial both with respect to proper or flat equidimentional mor-
phisms.
Proof. C.f. [Kah, Prop. 3.4.].
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Corollary 3.7. Let X be as above. Assume further that it is equidimentional
and smooth. Then there is a natural isomorphism in DM effgm (k):
∐
p>0
CHp(X)∨ ⊗ Z(p)[2p]→M(X),
where CHp(X)∨ denotes the dual Z-module.
Proof. C.f. [Kah, Cor. 3.5].
The most famous examples of cellular varieties are in fact generalized flag
varieties. Let us state the following easy consequence of the above proposition
applied to these particular examples.
Corollary 3.8. (motive of a generalized flag variety)Let G be a split reductive
group, and let P be a parabolic subgroup of G which is conjugate with a standard
parabolic subgroup PI . Then there is an isomorphism
M(G/P ) ∼=
∐
w∈W I
Z(l(ω))[2l(w)],
in particular G/P is pure Tate.
Proof. The decomposition G =
∐
w∈W I BwP induces a cell decomposition G/P
∼=
G/PI =
∐
w∈W I Xw, where Xw
∼= Al(w). Then CH∗(G/P ) is generated by the
cycles [Xw] and thus we may conclude by the properness of G/P and proposition
3.6.
In the rest of this section we are going to compute motives of certain fiber
bundles. Recall that the naive version of Leray-Hirsch theorem does not hold for
the chow functor. One way to tackle the problem in the algebraic set-up is to
impose some stronger conditions on the fiber. For instance one has to assume
that the fiber admits cell decomposition and satisfies Poincare´ duality (i.e. the
intersection pairings CHp(F ) ⊗ CH
p(F ) → CH0(F ) are perfect parings, note
that this is automatic when char k = 0). Let f : Γ → X be a smooth proper
morphism that is locally trivial for the Zariski topology, with fiber F which
satisfies the above conditions. Let also ζ1, ..., ζm be homogeneous elements of
CH∗(X) whose restriction to any fiber form a basis of its chow group over Z.
Then the Leray-Hirsch theorem for chow groups says that the homomorphism
ϕ : ⊕mi=1CH∗(X)→ CH∗(Γ) , ϕ(⊕αi) = Σζi ∩ f
∗αi
is an isomorphism. When X is non-singular, it means that ζi form a free basis
for CH∗(Γ) as a CH∗(X)−module. For the proof we refer to [C-F, appendix C]
Let us now state the motivic version of the Leray-Hirsch theorem.
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Theorem 3.9. Let X be a smooth irreducible variety over a field k of charac-
teristic 0. Let π : Γ→ X be a proper smooth locally trivial (for Zariski topology)
fibration with fiber F . Furthermore assume that F is cellular. Then one has an
isomorphism in DM effgm (k)
M(Γ) ∼=
∐
p>0
CHp(F )⊗M(X)(p)[2p].
Proof. Take a set of homogeneous elements {ζi,p}i,p of CH
∗(Γ) such that for any
p the restrictions of {ζi,p}i to any fiber Γx ∼= F form a basis for CH
p(Γx). Notice
that since X is irreducible, it is enough that the restrictions of the ζi’s generate
CH∗(Γx) for the fiber over a particular x.
By the theorems 14.16 and 19.1 of [MVW], for each i, ζi,p defines a morphism
M(Γ)→ Z(p)[2p]. Summing up all these morphisms and taking dual, by Poincare´
duality we get the following morphism
ϕ :M(Γ)→
⊕
p
CHp(F )⊗ Z(p)[2p].
Composing M(∆) : M(Γ) → M(Γ × Γ) ∼= M(Γ) ⊗M(Γ) that is induced by
the diagonal map ∆ : Γ× Γ→ Γ, with M(π)⊗ ϕ we obtain a morphism
M(Γ)→
⊕
p
CHp(F )⊗M(X)(p)[2p].
Now take a covering {Ui} of X that trivializes Γ. The theorem then follows
from Mayer-Vietoris triangle, Kunneth formula [VSF, Prop.4.1.7], corollary 3.7
and [VSF, theorem 4.3.7, 3)].
4 Geometric Motives of G-bundles
In this section we study motives of G-bundles over geometrically cellular or even
geometrically mixed Tate variety X. Let us first recall the following result of A.
Huber and B. Kahn.
Proposition 4.1. An object M ∈ DM effgm (k) is geometrically mixed Tate if and
only if there is a finite separable extension E of k such that the restriction of M
to DM effgm (E) is mixed Tate.
Proof. c.f. [HK, Proposition 5.3].
Definition 4.2. Let X ∈ Ob(Schk). We say that X is mixed Tate if the as-
sociated motive M c(X) is an object of the subcategory of mixed Tate motives
TDM effgm (k). Let {Xi}
n
i=1 be the set of irreducible components of X. We call X
a configuration of mixed Tate varieties if
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i) Xi is mixed Tate for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
ii) Union of the elements of any arbitrary subset of {Xij := Xi ∩Xj}i 6=j is a
configuration of mixed Tate varieties or is empty.
Lemma 4.3. The motive of every configuration of mixed Tate varieties is mixed
Tate.
Proof. We prove by induction on r, the dimension of mixed Tate configuration.
The statement is obvious for r = 0. Suppose that the lemma holds for all mixed
Tate configurations of dimension r < m. Let X = X1∪· · ·∪Xn be a configuration
of mixed Tate varieties of dimension m, where Xis are its irreducible components.
For inclusion
⋃
i 6=jXij ⊂
⋃n
i=1Xi, we have the following induced localization
distinguished triangle:
M c(
⋃
i 6=j
Xij)→M
c(X1 ∪ ... ∪Xn)→M
c(
n⋃
i=1
Xi r
⋃
i 6=j
Xij)→M
c(
⋃
i 6=j
Xij)[1].
By the induction assumption, M c(
⋃
i 6=j Xij) is mixed Tate.
On the other hand we have:
M c(
n⋃
i=1
(Xi r
⋃
i 6=j
Xij)) =
n⊕
i=1
M c(Xi r
⋃
i 6=j
Xij).
It only remains to show that for every i, M c(Xi r
⋃
i 6=j Xij) is mixed Tate. To
see this, for a given i consider the following distinguished triangle:
M c(
⋃
j 6=i
Xij)→M
c(Xi)→M
c(Xi r
⋃
j 6=i
Xij)→M
c(
⋃
j 6=i
Xij)[1].
Notice that M c(
⋃
i 6=j Xij) is mixed Tate by induction hypothesis.
– Wonderful Compactification In [DP] De Concini and Procesi have intro-
duced the wonderful compactification of a symmetric space. In particular their
method produces a smooth canonic compactification G of an algebraic group G
of adjoint type. Note that in [DP] they study only the case that the group G is
defined over C. Most of the theory carries over for any algebraically closed field
of arbitrary characteristic. however there are some subtleties in positive charac-
teristic which we mention later.
As a feature of this compactification there is a natural G×G-action on G, and the
arrangement of the orbits can be explained by the associated weight polytope.
Let us briefly recall some facts about the construction of G and the geometry of
its G×G-orbits and their closure.
Let ρλ : G → GL(Vλ) be an irreducible faithful representation of G with
strictly dominant highest weight λ. We define the compactification Xλ of G as
follows
Xλ = P(ρλ(G)),
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where the closure is taken inside P(End(Vλ)).
It is verified in [DPII] that when G is of adjoint type, Xλ is smooth and indepen-
dent of the choice of the highest weight. This compactification is called wonderful
compactification and we denote it by G.
The following proposition explains the geometry of the wonderful compactifi-
cation and the closures of its G×G-orbits. Furthermore it provides an effective
method to compute their cohomologies. Consider the one-to-one correspondence
between polytopes and fans, which associates to a polytope its normal fan. Let
PC denote the polytope associated to the fan of Weyl chambers and their faces.
Proposition 4.4. Keep the above notation, we have the following statements:
a) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the G × G-orbits of G and
the orbits of the action of the Weyl group on the faces of the polytope PC ,
which preserves the incidence relation among orbits (i.e. consider the faces
F1 ⊆ F2 of the polytope PC , the orbit corresponds to the face F1 is contained
in the closure of the orbit which corresponds to F2).
b) Let I ⊂ ∆ and F = FI the associated face of PC . Let DF be the closure
of the orbit corresponding to the face F . Then DF = ⊔α∈W×WCF ,α, such
that for each α := (u, v) there is a bijective morphism
AnF,α → CF ,α,
where nF ,α = l(w0) − l(u)+ | I ∩ Iu | +l(v) and w0 denotes the longest
element of the Weyl group. In particular when char k = 0 (resp. char > 0)
DF is cellular (resp. motivic cellular).
c) G rG is a normal crossing divisor, and its irreducible components form a
mixed Tate configuration.
Proof. For the proof of a) we refer to [Tim, Prop.8]. The existence of the bijective
morphism in part b) is the main result of Renner in [Ren]. The fact that DF
is cellular in characteristic zero follows from Zariski main theorem. In positive
characteristic this follows from the fact that any universal topological homeomor-
phism induces isomorphism of the associated h-sheaves, see [Voe2, Prop. 3.2.5].
Finally c) follows from a), b) and remark 3.5.
Theorem 4.5. Assume that char k = 0. Let G be a connected reductive group
over k. Let G be a G-bundle over an irreducible variety X ∈ Ob(Smk). Suppose
that G is locally trivial for Zariski topology and X is geometrically mixed Tate,
then M(G) is also geometrically mixed Tate.
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Proof. We may assume the base field k is algebrically closed. Let us first assume
that G is a semisimple group of adjoint type. Then G admits a wonderful com-
pactification G which is smooth. By construction, there is a (G × G)-action on
G. Let G act on G via the first factor and consider the G-fibration G := G ×G G
over X. Clearly we have the open immersion G →֒ G of varieties over X. So we
get the following generalized Gysin distinguished triangle:
M(G)→M(G)→M c(G r G)∗(n)[2n]→M(G)[1]
where n := dimG, see [VSF, page 197].
By proposition 4.4, G admits a cell decomposition. Therefore by theorem 3.9,
M c(G) is mixed Tate. So to prove the theorem it is enough to show M c(G r G)
is mixed Tate.
Let’s now look at the geometry of the closures of (G×G)-orbits. As it is mentioned
in proposition 4.4 a), these orbit closures could be indexed by a subset of faces
of Weyl chamber in such a way that the incidence relation between faces gets
preserved. Note that by proposition 4.4 b) the closure of these orbits also admit
a cell decomposition. Thus by theorem 3.9 the irreducible components of G r G
form a mixed Tate configuration. Now lemma 4.3 implies that M c(G r G) is
mixed Tate.
Now assume that G is a reductive algebraic group. We assume that Z(G) is
connected. Note that since G is reductive Z := Z(G) is a torus. Let G′ be the
associated Gad-bundle. By the above statements we know that M(G′) is mixed
Tate. Notice that any torus bundle is locally trivial for the Zariski topology by
the theorem Hilbert90. Take a toric compactification Z of Z and embed G into
Z := G ×Z Z, which is a toric fibration over G′. Now the irreducible components
of the complement of G in Z are toric fibrations over G′. Since fibers are toric
(and hence cellular) and M(G′) is mixed Tate therefore by theorem 3.9 we argue
that these irreducible components form a mixed Tate configuration and we may
argue as above.
The assumptions that the G-bundle G is locally trivial for Zariski topology
and also char k = 0 may look restrictive. As we will see below these assumptions
are not necessary when X is geometrically cellular. Before proving this let us
state the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a connected reductive group over k, then the motive as-
sociated to G is geometrically mixed Tate. Furthermore if G is a split reductive
group then M(G) is mixed Tate.
Proof. Assume that k is algebraically closed. Let T be a maximal split torus in
G of rank r. We consider the projection π : G→ G/T and view G as a T -bundle
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over G/T . Consider Prk as a compactification of T and let T := G×
T Prk be the
associated projective bundle over G/T . By projective bundle formula
M(T ) =M(Prk)⊗M(G/T ),
see [MVW, Theorem 15.12]. On the other hand B = T ⋉ U , where B is a Borel
subgroup of G containing T and U is the unipotent part of B. Notice that, as a
variety, U is isomorphic to an affine space over k. Since the fibration G→ G/B
is the composition of G → G/T and U -fibration G/T → G/B, we deduce by
proposition 3.8 that M(T ) is pure Tate. Finally, in the similar way as in the
proof of theorem 4.5, one can see that the complement of G in T form a mixed
Tate configuration and conclude that M(G) is mixed Tate. The second part of
the lemma is similar, only one doesn’t require to pass to an algebraic closure.
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a connected reductive group over k. Let G be a G-
bundle over an irreducible variety X ∈ Ob(Smk). Suppose in addition that X is
geometrically cellular, then M(G) is geometrically mixed Tate.
Proof. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. Let
∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ ... ⊂ Xn = X
be a cell decomposition for X where Ui := Xi rXi−1 is isomorphic to A
di
k . We
prove by induction on n. Consider the following distinguished gysin triangle:
M(G|Un)→M(G)→M(G|Xn−1).
By Raghunathan’s theorem (i.e. the generalization of the Serre’s conjecture about
the triviality of vector bundles over an affine space) the restriction of G to Un is
trivial over Un, see [Rag2]. ThereforeM(G|Un) is mixed Tate. On the other hand
M(G|Xn−1) is mixed Tate by induction hypothesis.
Recall that the Voevodsky’s theory of motives over perfect field k can be
established for the schemes over more general base S. We refer the reader to
the following article of Voevodsky [Voe1], or to the article [CD] of Cisinski and
Deglise. They construct the triangulated category of mixed motives DM(S).
Here S is any locally noetherian scheme of finite dimension. This category is
constructed from the category of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers over X. For
the details about the category of mixed Tate motives over a number ring we refer
to [Sch].
Let A be a henselian discrete valuation ring with perfect field of fractions K
and perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0. Let G be a connected reductive
algebraic group over K. Bruhat and Tits have associated to G certain smooth
affine A-group schemes P with generic fiber PK = G known as parahoric group
schemes, see [BTII].
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Proposition 4.8. Keep the above notation. Assume that the maximal torus of
G splits over an unramified extension of K. Let Ru(Pk) denote the unipotent
radical of the special fiber Pk. Assume further that M(Ru(Pk)) is mixed Tate.
Then the motive M(P ) becomes mixed Tate over an e´tale covering of A.
Proof. We consider the six functors introduced in [CD, section 1], for the situation
that:
i : Speck → SpecA,
j : SpecK → SpecA.
Then we have the following distinguished triangle:
j!j
∗ → id→ i∗i
∗
in DMgm(A). The generic fiber PK of P is simply G, hence by lemma 4.6 we
know that M(PK) is geometrically mixed Tate. On the other hand since G splits
over a tamely ramified extension of K, we may argue by [McN] that the special
fiber Pk has a Levi subgroup L, in particular L×Ru(Pk)→ Pk is an isomorphism.
Notice that the unipotent radical Ru(Pk) is isomorphic to an affine space. Choose
a finite extension of k that splits L. Since motive of the levi component becomes
mixed Tate over this extension, thus also the motive associated to the special
fiber Pk. Since k is perfect and A is henselian, this extension gives an e´tale cover
of A. Now the assertion follows from the localization property, see [CD] or [Sch].
5 Filtration on the motive of G-bundles
In section 4 we studied the motive of a G-bundle over base scheme X, when the
associated motive M(X) is geometrically mixed Tate. In the sequel we produce
some kind of filtration for the motive ofG-bundles over more general base schemes
in terms of incidence relation between faces of a convex body. Let us first recall
the filtration on the motive of a split torus bundle constructed by B. Kahn and
A. Huber. In [HK], B. Kahn and A. Huber, as an application of the theory of
slice filtration, produce a filtration (in the triangulated category DM effgm (k)) on
the motive of a T -bundle T , for a split torus T . Also they use this filtration to
study motives of split reductive groups. Let us briefly recall their construction.
Let T denote a principal T -bundle over a smooth variety X ∈ Ob(Schk), where T
is a split torus of rank r. Let Ξ := Hom(Gm, T ) be the cocharacter group. Then
one can produce the following diagram of distinguished triangles in DM effgm (k)
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M(T )ν>1X M(T )ν
>2
X M(T )ν
>p
X M(T )ν
>p+1
X M(T )
[1][1][1]
...
λ0(X,T )λ1(X,T )λp(X,T )
// ////

dd❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
dd❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
dd❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
where λp(X,T ) := M(X)(p)[p] ⊗ Λ
p(Ξ) for 0 ≤ p ≤ r. Note that M(T ) ∼=
ν>0X M(T ), 0 = ν
>r+1
X M(T ).
For more details on the construction of relative slice filters ν>pX M(T ) see [HK,
section 8].
Now using the method we introduced in section 4 we construct a nested
filtration on the motive of a G-bundle.
Let G be a G-bundle over X, where G is a linear algebraic group. Let G be a
compactification of G. Suppose that D := GrG form a mixed Tate configuration
D = ∪mi=1Di, such that D
J := ∩i∈JDi is either irreducible or empty for any
J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}. Assume that there exist a polytope whose faces correspond to
those subsets J ⊆ {1, ...,m} such that DJ is non empty (with face relation: F2
is a face of F1 if we have the inclusion J2 ⊆ J1 of the corresponding sets). Let P
be the dual of this polytope. For each face F of P, let DF denote the associated
subvariety of D regarding the above correspondence. For each 1 ≤ r ≤ m, let
Qr be the set consisting of all faces in P of codimension r. Let ∂F denote the
boundary of F , i.e. ∂F := {F ∩ T |T ∈ Q1}r {F}.
Let G denote the compactification G ×G G of G and let DF be the associated
DF -fibration over X. We may form the following nested filtration on M
c(G) by
the distinguished triangles, indexed by codimension r and faces F ∈ Qr
M c(G r G)→M c(G)→M c(G)
...
M c(
⋃
F∈Qr+1
DF )→M
c(
⋃
F∈Qr
DF )→ ⊕F∈QrM
c(DF r
⋃
F ′∈∂F DF ′),
...
(5.1)
and for each F ∈ Qr the triangle
M c(
⋃
F ′∈∂F DF ′))→M
c(DF )→M
c(DF r
⋃
F ′∈∂F DF ′),
is the first line of a nested filtration obtained by replacing P by F .
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Note that this filtration is particularly interesting when DF is a cellular fi-
bration. In this situation we may apply theorem 3.9 to compute M c(DF ). Let
us recall two of such cases.
Example 5.1. Let T be a split torus of rank n and let T be a T -bundle over X.
Consider a torus embedding of T into the projective space Pn associated with the
standard n-simplex ∆n. So we put P := ∆n in the above filtration. Note that
in this case for each face F ∈ ∆n, DF is a projective bundle and hence one may
use the projective bundle formula [MVW, Thm 15.11] to compute M c(DF ). In
particular when M c(X) is mixed Tate, using the above filtration, one may prove
recursively that M c(T ) is mixed Tate.
Example 5.2. Let G be a semi-simple group of adjoint type and G its wonderful
compactification. In this case the polytope P is the one in proposition 4.4. Recall
that for every face F of P, DF admits a cell decomposition. Let us mention that
for any regular compactification (see [Br] for details) of G and any vertex F , DF
is isomorphic to G/B ×G/B and in particular DF is a cellular fiberation.
–The case of 1-motives, In practice it might happen that the motive of the
base variety X is far from being mixed Tate. Already it can happen for the
case of 1-motives. Recall that the motive M(C) of a curve C decomposes in
DM effgm (k) ⊗Q as follows
M(C) =M0(C)⊕M1(C)⊕M2(C), (5.2)
where Mi(C) := TotLiAlb
Q(C)[i]. For the definition of LiAlbQ(C) and de-
tailed explanation of the theory we refer to section 3.12 of [B-K].
Let C be a smooth projective curve. In the next example we consider the
special case when the base scheme X is a relative curve CS over S.
Example 5.3. Let G be a reductive group over k. Let G be a G-bundle over C
and Gs the associated Gs-bundle. Fix a closed point p of C and set C˙ := Cr{p}.
Assume that char k does not divide the order of π1(G) therefore by the weel-
known theorem of Drinfeld and Simpson [DS] we may take a finite extension of
k which simultaneously trivializes the restriction of Gs over C˙ and the fiber over
p. Therefore we obtain the following distinguished triangle
M(Gs × C˙k′)→M(Gs,k′)→M(G
s × k′)(n)[2n],
and by the Kunneth theorem
M(Gs)⊗M(C˙k′)→M(Gs,k′)→M(G
s × k′)(n)[2n].
Let us assume that G has a connected center. Since G is reductive Z := Z(G)◦
is a split torus. We may now apply either of the filtrations in example 5.1 or the
relative slice filtration (see the first paragraph of this section) to the torus bundle
G → Gs. For instance from the latter filtration we get the following
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i) A filtration {ϕi : Mi → Mi−1}i∈N where Mi := ν
≥i
Gs,k′
M(Gk′). In particular
M0 =M(Gk′) and Mr = 0 for r > rkZ(G)
◦
ii) The following sort of distinguished triangles
M(C˙k′)⊗M(G
s)→M(Gs,k′)→M(G
s)⊗M(k′)(n)[2n]
Mi+1 →Mi →M(Gs,k′)(i)[i] ⊗ Fi,
where Fi be the i-th vedge power of the group Ξ := Hom(Gm, Z).
At the end it may look worthy to state the corresponding fact in the K-ring
K0(V arS) of varieties over S.
Recall that for a fibration X → Y with fiber F , locally trivial in Zariski topology,
one has [X] = [Y ].[F ] where [.] denotes a class in K0(V ark), see [Seb] (also
see Guillet and Soule´ [GS]). It can be shown that a similar fact (under certain
assumption on the characteristic of k) holds for a G-bundle G over the curve
C defined over an algebraically closed field k (note however G is not necessarily
Zariski locally trivial).
Proposition 5.4. Let G be a reductive group over k. Assume that char k does
not divide the order of the fundamental group π1(G). For a G-bundle G over a
relative curve CS the class [G]− [G×S CS] in the Grothendieck ring of varieties
K0(V arS) lies in the kernel of the natural morphism K0(V arS)→ K0(V arS′) in-
duced by an e´tale morphism S′ → S. In particular when k is algebraically closed
and S = Speck then [G] = [G].[C].
Proof. According to the theorem Hilbert 90 torus bundles are locally trivial for
Zariski topology, thus by the result of Guillet and Soule´ [GS], which we men-
tioned above, we can reduce to the case that G = Gs is semi-simple. Then
the proposition follows from the theorem of Drinfeld and Simpson (cf. example
5.3).
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